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A B S T R A C T   

Due to the intrinsic difficulties associated with simulating extreme events, it remains unclear how unpleasant 
emotional arousal might affect shooting performance among well-trained high-risk operators. To address this 
issue, an infantry rifle squad performed two simulated shooting exercises of different complexity (low vs. high) 
while exposed to unpleasant emotionally charged sound clips. A control group underwent the same experimental 
procedure without the presence of any sound clips. To externally validate our method of emotional arousal 
inoculation, we collected infantrymen’s salivary cortisol and perceived arousal and valence levels over the 
experimental phases (i.e., baseline, shooting, and recovery). The dependent variables were their shooting per-
formance (shot-to-hit ratio and instructor’s evaluation) and the perceived degree of task complexity. Further-
more, we explored the variations of participants’ nasal skin temperature during the shooting exercises. Salivary 
cortisol concentrations varied over time only for the squad exposed to emotionally charged stimuli. While 
emotional arousal had an effect on overall infantrymen performance (e.g., precision of movements while 
shooting), shooting accuracy was not affected. Emotional arousal did not influence nasal skin temperature. 
Overall, our results suggest that arousal inoculation based on emotionally charged sound clips could serve as a 
complementary (reliable and ethically appropriate) method to train high-risk operators to deal with emotional 
arousal. These findings may also contribute to a better understanding of the role of emotional arousal in oper-
ational effectiveness.   

1. Introduction 

The effects of unpleasant emotional arousal, such as experiencing 
fear or panic, have been long associated to a significant decline in per-
formance (e.g., Easterbrook, 1959; Gradenigo and Gemelli, 1919). In 
safety-critical environments, such as battlefield scenarios, these effects 
can be potentially catastrophic (Mujica-Parodi et al., 2004). Indeed, 
evidence gathered from historical first-hand narrations and post-combat 
mass interviews (e.g., Marshall, 1947) as well as scientific studies 
(Gradenigo and Gemelli, 1919; Hamilton et al., 2019) widely shows the 
deleterious effects of unpleasant emotional arousal on soldiers’ perfor-
mance in life-threatening situations (similar effects are also found in 
analogous high-risk operators, such as police and security personnel). 
On a side note, rather anecdotal, after the battle of Gettysburg in the 
American Civil War, more than 200 of the muzzleloader rifles used were 
found to have been loaded five or more times without being fired 

(Walker and Burkhard, 1965; as cited by Baddeley, 1972). Also, during 
World War II and the Korean conflict, only about 15–25% of the men 
engaged in firefight fired their weapons at the enemy (Egbert et al., 
1957). These examples are just one facet of the more general problem of 
warfighters’ poor performance under highly unpleasant emotional 
arousal. 

Military and law enforcement doctrines have largely relied on 
training sessions designed to, among other aims, prepare warfighters to 
preserve optimal performance in any context (see Sanli and Carnahan, 
2018 for a review), even under unpleasant emotionally arousing situa-
tions. For example, military aircrew members and sailors are specifically 
trained to deal with unpleasant emotional arousal during life-threating 
situations (e.g., Helicopter Underwater Escape Training [Hytten, 
1989] or the Submarine Escape Training [Van Wijk, 2017]). In the case 
of the Army, only a selected group of members (e.g., Special Forces 
[Lieberman et al., 2016]) is specifically schooled on how to enhance 
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coping and on emotion regulation strategies in highly unpleasant 
emotionally arousing situations (training in survival, evasion, resis-
tance, and escape [Morgan et al., 2006]). This is mainly due to high 
costs, as well as safety and ethical reasons (Taverniers et al., 2010). 
Indeed, to prepare regular high-risk operators to deal with the fear and 
panic they might experience in engaging scenarios, traditional armed 
forces trainings are mostly based on simulated (real or virtual) shooting 
situations, which include exposure to explosions and gunfire (e.g., 
Giessing et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018; Nieuwenhuys et al., 2012; Nieu-
wenhuys and Oudejans, 2010; Oudejans, 2008; Strahler and Ziegert, 
2015; Taverniers et al., 2011). However, regular trainings have largely 
neglected the role of emotional arousal (or other psychological factors) 
on performance, focusing predominantly on the technical, tactical, and 
physical aspects (Nieuwenhuys and Oudejans, 2011; Sanli and Carna-
han, 2018). Moreover, the trainings that did use emotional arousal 
present divergent results. That is, shooting performance decrements – 
independently of shooters expertise – do not always occur as a result of 
threatening or high-pressure situations (i.e., under unpleasant 
emotional arousal situations, Giessing et al., 2019; Mosley et al., 2019; 
Nibbeling et al., 2014). A plausible explanation of the lack of perfor-
mance degradation due to unpleasant emotional arousal inoculation is 
that the types of methodologies employed may not have adequately 
trigger the operator response, being the resulted emotional arousal not 
comparable to the one experienced during real operations (Di Stasi et al., 
2015; Diaz-Piedra et al., 2021; Nibbeling et al., 2014). Thus, comple-
mentary, reliable, ethically appropriate, and standardized methods to 
emotional arousal inoculation are worth to be investigated. 

In non-military fields, such as driving or maritime safety, emotional 
arousal inoculation is often obtained by exposing operators to 
emotionally charged stimuli, such as specific sound clips (Di Stasi et al., 
2010; Fairclough et al., 2014; Fan et al., 2018; Pêcher et al., 2009; 
Serrano et al., 2014). Results concur on reporting that operating under 
the effects of highly unpleasant emotional arousal impairs operational 
safety and performance (e.g., Fan et al., 2018; Serrano et al., 2014). For 
example, the exposure to short and standardized emotionally charged 
sounds (International Affective Digitized Sounds [IADS, Bradley and 
Lang, 1999]) would modulate motor behavior (e.g., motorcycle braking 
maneuvers; Di Stasi et al., 2010) and some decision-making aspects (e. 
g., switching on navigation lights in restricted visibility conditions; Fan 
et al., 2018). Overall, emotionally charged stimuli have been validated 
and employed mainly in experimental studies among civilian pop-
ulations (e.g., Gerdes et al., 2014; Libkuman et al., 2007). Because 
military training and combat exposure have been linked with lower 
perceived arousal when exposed to emotionally charged stimuli 
(Goodman et al., 2016), the question of whether emotionally charged 
sound clips might be a complementary method to actually inoculate 
emotional arousal and therefore train warfighters more efficiently re-
mains open. 

Shooting behavior is considered crucial to military performance in 
high-achievement settings (Nibbeling et al., 2014). Moreover, a better 
understanding of unpleasant emotional arousal effects on shooting 
performance might allow enhancing operational effectiveness (Diaper 
et al., 2013; Livingston-Booth et al., 1985) by developing coping and 
emotion regulation strategies. Therefore, here we investigated if 
training under unpleasant emotionally arousing circumstances – i.e., 
shooting at a target while presented with negative emotionally charged 
sound clips – would affect shooting behavior among Spanish Army in-
fantrymen. Two infantry rifle squads (i.e., experimental group vs. con-
trol group) were evaluated when performing two shooting exercises of 
different complexity (low vs. high) using a rifle simulator. To externally 
validate our method of unpleasant emotional arousal inoculation, we 
collected participants’ salivary cortisol and subjective ratings of arousal 
levels (Hellhammer et al., 2009; Pallavicini et al., 2016) across three 
experimental phases (i.e., baseline, shooting, and recovery). We also 
recorded shooting accuracy (shot-to-hit ratio), the instructor’s assess-
ments of performance, as well as participants’ subjective ratings of 

exercise complexity and fatigue. Finally, facial skin temperature during 
the shooting exercises was recorded. Because facial skin temperature has 
been recently proved to be sensitive to emotional arousal and task 
complexity (Abdelrahman et al., 2017; Kosonogov et al., 2017), we 
considered worth to investigate this variable here. Therefore, we 
explored the variations of participants’ nasal skin temperature during 
the shooting exercises. Our main hypothesis was that the emotionally 
charged sound clips would have been sufficient to inoculate an un-
pleasant emotional arousal, and, consequently, this manipulation would 
have deteriorated shooting accuracy and performance independently 
from the complexity of the exercises. 

2. Material and methods 

Ethical approval 

The study was conducted in conformity with the Code of Ethics of the 
World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki - WMA, 2008). The 
experiment was carried out under the guidelines of the University of 
Granada’s Institutional Review Board (IRB approval #985/CEIH/2019). 

2.1. Participants 

Twenty-six full-time professional infantrymen from the Spanish 
Army (25 non-commissioned officers and one lieutenant, all with active 
duty status) took part in the study. All participants were male with a 
mean age of 25.81 years (standard deviation [SD] = 3.07; range 21–31), 
a mean body mass index of 24.02 (SD = 3.01; range 19–33), and a 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were members of the 2nd 
Infantry Regiment "La Reina" of the 10th Mechanized Infantry Brigade 
Guzmán el Bueno, Spanish Army (Cerro Muriano, Cordoba, Spain). 

Participants were instructed not to drink alcohol during the 12 h 
preceding the experiment and not to drink caffeine-based beverages or 
eat anything during the previous 2 h. Also, smoker participants (n = 9) 
were asked not to smoke for, at least, a 30-min period immediately 
preceding the experiment. 

For screening purposes, we measured subjective levels of arousal at 
the beginning of the experiment using the Stanford Sleepiness Scale 
(SSS; Hoddes, Zarcone, Smythe, Phillips, & Dement, 1973). The SSS 
consists of one question about alertness at a given moment. Participants 
must rate their degree of alertness/sleepiness from “Feeling active, vital, 
alert, or wide awake” (score 1) to “No longer fighting sleep, sleep onset 
soon, having dream-like thoughts” (score 7), choosing one out of seven 
statements. None of the participants scored more than 3, which means 
they had an optimal level of alertness (Diaz-Piedra et al., 2022). 

2.2. Experimental design 

The overall study followed a 2 × 2 mixed factorial design, with un-
pleasant emotionally induced arousal as the between-participants vari-
able (emotionally induced arousal [experimental] group vs. control 
group), and exercise complexity (low vs. high complexity shooting ex-
ercises) as the within-participants variable. The dependent variables 
were shooting accuracy (shot-to-hit ratio), shooting performance 
(instructor assessment), and soldiers’ subjective ratings of exercise 
complexity. Furthermore, soldiers’ nasal skin temperature variations 
during the shooting exercises (see 2.7 Thermographic recordings section) 
were considered as a secondary dependent variable. 

To validate our method of emotional arousal inoculation, we 
collected participants’ salivary cortisol and perceived levels of arousal 
and valence along the experiment (different measuring time points 
preceding, during, and following the shooting exercises, see Fig. 1). 
Perceived levels of fatigue were also measured along the experiment. 

Trying to minimize the occurrence of an end-spurt effect-reactivation 
– that may happen when people know they are approaching the end of a 
task (Bergum and Lehr, 1963) – participants were kept blind about the 
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real duration of the experiment (~1 h), being instead told that it would 
have last for ~2 h, during which they were going to perform a shooting 
session. Also, in order to avoid diurnal fluctuations that could affect 
arousal levels (Río-Bermudez, Díaz-Piedra, Catena, Buela-Casal, & Di 
Stasi, 2014), the experimental protocol was always carried out during 
the mornings, along different days. 

2.3. Emotionally charged sound clips 

The experiment was conducted following a classical bi-dimensional 
view of emotions’ features, which assumes that emotions can be 
defined by means of two main dimensions, namely valence and arousal, 
with valence describing the range from “sad” to “happy” emotions; and 
arousal from “low activated” vs. “high activated” states (Bradley and 
Lang, 2000). Thus, we selected 30 highly arousing 6-s sound clips with 
low valence from the IADS (Bradley and Lang, 2007; # 105; 115; 116; 
244; 260; 261; 275; 276; 277; 278; 279; 284; 285; 286; 288; 289; 290; 
292; 420; 422; 424; 501; 502; 600; 624; 709; 711; 712; 714; 719). All the 
selected sound clips have an arousal level higher than 6 (with a mean of 
7.03 on a scale of 1–9, with 1 being calming or soothing and 9 being 
agitating or exciting) and a valence level lower than 3.5 (with a mean of 
2.66 on a scale of 1–9, with 1 being highly negative and 9 being highly 
positive), as reported in the original IADS-2 validation for male partic-
ipants (Bradley and Lang, 2007). The sound clips refer –among other 
things– to battlefield (e.g., gunshot [# 289], air raid [# 624]), to human 
negative reactions (e.g., female scream [# 276; # 277], baby cry [# 
261]), to road traffic stressing situations (e.g., car wreck [# 424], siren 
[# 711; # 714]), and to other general stressing situations (e.g., dentist 
drill [# 719], plane crash [# 501]). This selection should guarantee the 
elicitation of unpleasant emotional arousal (Bergman et al., 2016). The 
sounds were presented in a loop during the shooting exercises (~20 min, 
for the emotionally induced arousal group), following a full randomized 
order, ensuring that each sound was presented approximately six times 
for each participant. 

2.4. Rifle simulator and shooting exercises 

The participants performed a shooting session using the Assault Rifle 
Simulator (Victrix, Indra S.A., Alcobendas, Spain; henceforth, the 
shooting simulator; see Fig. 2A). It simulates all the aspects of an army 
marksmanship training through a virtual reproduction of a shooting 
range. It is controlled by an instructor at the operating station, located 
behind the shooting range. 

The shooting phase lasted ~ 20 min and consisted of a rifle cali-
bration session and two exercises with different complexity (low vs. high 

exercise complexity, see below). The length of the session and the in-
clusion of two complexity conditions were chosen in order to mitigate 
the influence of fatigue (Di Stasi et al., 2016). The exercises resembled 
those performed by foot soldiers in their everyday military training. 
Each exercise started with a guiding voice providing instructions 
regarding the target to shoot at (see Fig. 2C). A 3D-surround digital 
sound system ensured to the soldier a “total immersion”, providing the 

Fig. 1. Experimental procedure overview. The 
experimental procedure included the baseline, shoot-
ing, and recovery phases. Both the baseline and re-
covery phases took place in the preparation unit, 
while the shooting phase (i.e., shooting exercises) 
took part in the simulation unit. Green-colored ele-
ments belong to the baseline phase, orange-colored 
elements to the shooting phase, and gray-colored el-
ements to the recovery phase. Time (t, in minutes) is 
relative to the onset of the rifle calibration inside the 
simulation unit. After the first 20 min from the arrival 
of the participant (i.e., acclimation period), the first 
saliva sample (S) was collected (S1). Then, after 10 
min the second sample of saliva was collected (S2). 
During the shooting phase, after the rifle calibration, 
the first shooting exercise started. Before starting the 
first shooting exercise, and after finishing the second 
one, two samples were collected (S3 and S4). Finally, 

the last two samples (S5 and S6) were collected during the recovery period. The length of the recovery period was about 25 min and it included the post-experimental 
debriefing session. Throughout the three phases, several questionnaires [Q] were administered. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)   

Fig. 2. Rifle simulator and shooting exercises. A) The rifle simulator setting. 
The projection was presented on a large-format flat screen (wall, 9 × 2.5 m [m]) 
and the distance between the shooter and the screen was ~7.5–8 m. We asked 
the shooter to stand in the middle of a demarcated perimeter of 1.2 × 1.9 m. B) 
Shooting exercises. After loading, the shooter was standing and waiting for the 
instructions (synthetized voice). Then, he got into position, took the rifle off of 
safe and fired. After 21 trials, the exercise stopped, giving time to reload the 
rifle, and, then, it re-started. C) The exercise involved firing at multiple 
dispersed colored 2D geometric figures. Each trial included a different number 
of distractor figures, depending on the level of complexity (low vs. high exercise 
complexity). For the low complexity exercise (lower panel), the number of 
distractor figures varied between 2 and 4. For the high complexity exercise, the 
number varied between 5 and 7 (upper panel). In both cases, only one target 
figure was presented. The figures could be colored in blue, yellow, red, or 
green. Their geometric shapes could be a triangle, a circle, a diamond, or a 
square. For each trial, the color and shape of the figures were randomly 
matched and presented: any color might be associated to any figure. All figures 
were presented inside a white square of 0.2 × 0.2 m over a projected black 
screen. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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guiding voice and including the emotionally charged sounds presenta-
tion. Once identified the best volume settings to ensure an optimize 
hearing of the guiding voice over the emotionally charged sounds, the 
volume settings were kept stable. 

Each shooting exercise included 42 trials and, for each trial, only one 
shot was allowed. Each trial consisted of a set of animated geometrical 
figures projected on the screen (wall, see Fig. 2C). The animation started 
from the center of the screen (being all figures superimposed) and 
expanded up to reaching a maximum distance of 0.55 m (radio) from the 
center. The maximum time for shooting at the target (i.e., the figure 
indicated by the guiding voice, once the figures were all still) was set at 
2 s. For each set of figures, there was only one target. The expansion time 
(i.e., the time intercurrent between the moment of appearance of the 
figures in the center and the moment in which they reach the maximum 
distance) and the total number of figures displayed were different 
depending on the complexity of the exercise (low vs. high). The high 
complexity exercise presented 6 to 8 figures (including the target) dur-
ing an expansion time of 1.5 s. The low complexity exercise presented 3 
to 5 figures (including the target) during an expansion time of 3.0 s. The 
sequence of shooting exercises (low vs. high complexity) was random-
ized across participants to minimized task-switching costs (i.e., the costs 
associated with going from a complex exercise to an easy one). 

2.5. Salivary cortisol collection and analysis 

Salivary cortisol was collected six times in sampling tubes with 
cotton swabs (Salivette®; Sarstedt, Leicester, UK). Participants had to 
keep the cotton swab in their mouth for 2 min, following the manufac-
turer’s instructions. The baseline phase included two saliva sample 
collections after 20 and 30 min from the arrival. The shooting phase 
included one sample collection after the rifle calibration (0 min), and 
one after the two exercises (+20 min). Finally, the recovery phase 
included two saliva sample collections, 10 and 20 min after the end of 
the last shooting exercise. Each saliva sample was immediately stored at 
− 30 ◦C right after being collected. We obtained salivary cortisol levels 
using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA; Cooper et al., 
1989). Cortisol level are expressed as nmol/L. 

2.6. Thermographic recordings and analysis 

For the thermographic recording, we used the ThermoVision A325sc 
Researcher Infrared Camera (FLIR Systems, Nashua, NH, USA). The 
camera (320 × 240 pixels resolution, 30 Hz) was placed on a tripod 1.4 
m above the floor and ~2.2 m from the participants’ faces (angle ~ 45◦). 
For each participant, we slightly adjusted its position to better capture 
his face. The automatic focus option of the camera was always employed 
to focus the image recording. We stored the recorded signal using the 
program Researcher TermaCAMP 2.9 (FLIR Systems, Nashua, NH, USA). 

We selected the middle of the nasal tip (Diaz-Piedra et al., 2019a) as 
the main relevant point (pixel) of interest (POI). To avoid any differ-
ences induced by body movements when rising the rifle – from a steady 
to a shooting position – we selected, for each of the 42 trials, the ther-
mogram just before raising of the rifle. Furthermore, to control for 
possible room temperature changes, we selected other two POIs on the 
wall/structures behind the soldiers. The coordinates for these POIs were 
kept constant within the recording sessions. The analyses of these tem-
peratures confirm that inside the simulation unit the temperature was 
kept stable across the experimental sessions (data not shown). 

Two researchers, not involved in the data collection and blind about 
the manipulation, inspected the videos produced by the thermographic 
camera and manually annotated the temperature for each POI and 
participant every 50 frames. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) 
estimate for the tip of the nose was 0.970 [95% C.I. 0.911–0.985], which 
indicates excellent reliability between researchers. For the statistical 
analyses, we used the mean value of two researchers and its variance. 

2.7. Questionnaires 

At the beginning of the experimental procedure (see Fig. 1), partic-
ipants completed a set of questionnaires in order to collect sociodemo-
graphic (e.g., age, sex, hand dominance), health (e.g., eyes or hear 
impairments, sleep problems, medications alcohol and nicotine use), 
and work-related information (e.g., regimental affiliation, experience 
with the simulator, past participation to abroad military missions). 

Because sleep patterns can influence arousal, an extensive screening 
of sleep parameters was conducted. Beside the SSS (see 2.2. Participants 
section), all the participants filled in the Spanish versions of the Pitts-
burgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI; Royuela and Macías, 1997), the 
Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS; Ferrer et al., 1999), and the reduced 
version of the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQr; Adan 
and Almirall, 1991). The PSQI assesses participants’ sleep quality across 
19 items combined to form seven score areas, each with a 0–3 point 
range, leading to a 0–21 point global score, with 0 indicating “no sleep 
difficulty” and 21 “severe sleep difficulty”. The ESS assesses daytime 
sleepiness levels through eight items with a four-point scale (0–3 range). 
It investigates the self-report chance to doze in different situations (e.g., 
while watching TV, as a passenger in a car), leading to a score that 
ranges from 0 to 24, with higher values indicating higher levels of 
daytime sleepiness. The MEQr includes five items investigating the 
participants’ chronotype as a function of their self-report preference for 
time of day. The total score ranges from 4 (“definitely evening type”) to 
25 (“definitely morning type”). In addition, we administered the Peace 
or Life Balance Questionnaire (CPEV), a 69-item questionnaire (De la 
Rubia, Medina, & Bravo, 2011) that investigates the participants’ 
overall quality of life. We administered this long screening tool in order 
to maintain a consistent basis within and between participants during 
the saliva samples collection times in the preparation room (see Fig. 2). 
Data collected from the CPEV have not been analyzed. 

Across five measuring times (starting from the 2nd saliva sample 
collection, see Fig. 1), each participant filled in the Borg Rating of 
Perceived Exertion scale (BORG; Borg, 1998) and the 
Self-Assessment-Manikin arousal and valence scales (SAM) (Lang, 
1980). The BORG indicates the perceived levels of fatigue associated 
with a task. It consists of a numerical scale (ranging from 6 to 20) 
anchored by “no exertion at all” (score 6) to “maximal exertion” (score 
20). The SAM scales ask participants to describe their emotional state, 
rating both the perceived levels of arousal and valence using two 9-point 
scales (with 1 indicating the lowest activated/sad, and 9 the highest 
activated/happy). 

Finally, after performing each shooting exercise, participants filled in 
the NASA-Task Load Index (NASA-TLX; Hart and Staveland, 1988). The 
NASA-TLX was used as a global index of the perceived degree of task 
complexity (Diaz-Piedra et al., 2020). Its values range between 0 and 
100, with higher values indicating higher task complexity. At the same 
time, the range shooting instructor used a modified version of the 
operative rating scale (Grantcharov et al., 2004) to evaluate the sol-
dier’s shooting performance, with scores ranging from 1 (better per-
formance) to 15 (worse performance). This scale was adapted to only 
focus on psychomotor skills, procedures, and movements showed during 
the exercise. Thus, the instructor assessed shooting participants’ per-
formance as the amount of incorrect and/or unnecessary move-
ments/procedures (i.e., errors) exhibited during each exercise 
(Diaz-Piedra et al., 2021). 

2.8. Procedure 

The experiment took place at the Spanish Army base home of 10th 
Mechanized Infantry Brigade “Guzmán el Bueno” (Cerro Muriano, 
Cordoba, Spain). The facility used for this study consists of two adjacent 
rooms connected by a windowless corridor: the preparation unit and the 
simulation unit. The transition from the preparation unit (lighted room) 
to the simulation unit (i.e., the shooting range, a darkened room where 
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the only light was provided by the projected image on the wall) was 
made through a connecting dimly lit corridor. The simulation unit was 
hidden behind two closed doors. 

All participants were asked to wear their standard camouflage uni-
form, including boots, tactical fighting load carriers, body armor, 
shackles, and a backpack with 12 kg to simulate the equivalent weight of 
a standard march. Once in the simulator facilities, they received a 
simulated Heckler & Koch G36 rifle (including the rifle loader). The total 
load (including the rifle) was up to ~ 30 kg. 

Upon their arrival to the preparation unit, once the participants 
signed the informed consent form, they received a short briefing on the 
study. After approximately 20 min (acclimation period), the first saliva 
sample was collected. During this period, we collected sociodemo-
graphic, health, and work-related information, as well as sleep data (see 
2.8 Questionnaires section). After another 10 min, another saliva sample 
was taken and participants were asked to fill in, in this order, the BORG 
and SAM arousal and valence scales. 

Approximately 40 min after their arrival, the participants were 
conducted to the simulation unit and the thermographic camera was 
turned on to allow for its sensor to be stabilized. Then, the rifle range 
instructor (a First Sargent, the same for all the shooting sessions) gave to 
each participant a pre-exercise briefing about the simulated shooting 
exercises. First, he asked participants to perform a rifle calibration 
procedure. The procedure consisted in two rounds of 5 shoots each, to 
allow the participant to see and feel the behavior of the rifle (see Fig. 1). 
Afterwards, the rifle range instructor instructed the participants on how 
to execute the shooting exercises: they had to hold a standing firing 
position and to perform instinctive shooting (one shoot per trial, see 
below). Furthermore, they were asked to perform so-called tactical (e.g., 
kneeling unsupported position) unloading and loading procedures. For 
each shooting exercise, participants performed one tactical unloading/ 
load procedure. The same rifle range instructor assessed each soldier’s 
performance as the percentage of correct required movements/proced-
ures that were executed during each exercise. 

Before starting the shooting exercise, the participants filled in the 
BORG and SAM scales, and the third sample of saliva was collected. 
Then, we calibrated the thermographic camera, and the first exercise 
started. Once the first shooting exercise finished, participants filled in 
the NASA-TLX. Then, the second shooting exercise started. Once 
finished, participants filled again in the NASA-TLX, the BORG and SAM 
scales (in this order), and the fourth (out of six) saliva sample was 
collected. Then, we drove the participant again to the preparation unit. 
After 10 min, the fifth saliva sample was collected and participants filled 
in again the BORG and SAM scales. Approximately 20 min from the end 
of the second shooting exercise, the last sample of saliva was collected 
and the participants filled in the BORG and SAM scales. After that, the 
participants underwent a post-experimental debriefing session and, at 
this point, they were free to leave the shooting simulator facilities. All 
participants had the order to not share the contents of the experiment 
with their colleagues. 

To sum up, the experiment was carried out according to the 
following sequence (see Fig. 1):  

• Baseline phase (2 saliva samples): The participant entered the 
preparation unit and, after approximately 20 min (acclimation 
period), the first saliva sample was collected. After 10 min, another 
sample of saliva was taken. The overall baseline phase lasted 30 min 
(Allen et al., 2014). Up to this point all participants had gone through 
the same experimental conditions. Then, each participant was 
randomly assigned to one out of two groups (emotionally induced 
arousal [experimental] vs. control group).  

• Shooting phase (2 saliva samples): The participant was led into the 
simulation unit. The transfer procedures were standardized for all 
participants. For the experimental group, the emotionally charged 
sound clips were already playing once they arrived at the simulation 
unit. All the participants were told that, after the rifle calibration 

phase, they were going to perform several exercises under the su-
pervision of a shooting instructor. Here, we collected two samples of 
saliva, one after the rifle calibration (+10 min from the second 
sample collected during the baseline phase) and another at the end of 
the shooting (+20 min).  

• Recovery phase (2 saliva samples): The participant was led back to 
the preparation unit to recover. Ten and 20 min after the shooting 
phase was finished, we collected saliva samples and the participant 
completed again the BORG and SAM scales. The last step was the 
post-experimental debriefing session. 

2.9. Statistical analysis 

Given the reduced sample size, the non-continuous nature of some of 
our dependent variables (such as the operative rating and the SAM 
scales), and after checking that our data set violated one or more of the 
assumptions of parametric statistics (i.e., normality of the residual [by 
performing Q-Q Plots], the sphericity [by performing Mauchly’s Tests] 
and the homogeneity of variances [by performing Levene’s tests]), we 
selected a non-parametric approach for the statistical analysis (DePoy 
and Gitlin, 2016; Di Stasi et al., 2011). Thus, to examine the overall 
effectiveness of the unpleasant emotional arousal inoculation, we 
analyzed infantrymen’ salivary cortisol concentrations along the 
experimental phases (6 measurement times, three preceding and three 
following the shooting exercises) and their responses at the SAM-arousal 
and valence scales, BORG-scale (5 measurement times, two preceding 
and three following the shooting exercises) using a repeated measures 
Friedman-ANOVA on ranks, considering as the within-subject repeated 
factor the respective measurement time (one test for each group: 
emotionally induced arousal group and control group). For multiple 
comparisons, we used Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests, performing the 
Bonferroni alpha-inflation correction. Values of cortisol concentrations 
were transformed using Box–Cox power transformation for time series, 
X’ = (X0.26–1)/0.26 (Miller and Plessow, 2012). 

Once the effectiveness of the emotional arousal manipulation was 
confirmed, we performed two separate analyses, considering indepen-
dently group and exercise complexity, to examine the effects of the 
unpleasant emotional arousal inoculation (emotionally induced arousal 
group vs. control group) and the exercise complexity (low vs. high) on 
the main dependent variables (shooting accuracy and shooting perfor-
mance, NASA-TLX scores, as well as the nasal skin temperature varia-
tions). To assess the effect of unpleasant emotional arousal inoculation, 
we performed Mann-Whitney U tests (i.e., independently from the ex-
ercise complexity). To assess the effect of exercise complexity, we per-
formed separate Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests (i.e., independently from 
the groups). Finally, we performed independent Mann-Whitney U tests 
to assess if the total sleep time, sleep debt (ESS), as well as the perceived 
participants’ sleep quality (PSQI) differed between the two groups. 

For the sake of clarity and simplicity, while the following tables 
report the mean, median, and standard deviation (SD) values, Fig. 3 
displays only the mean and the standard error of the mean (SME) values. 
Significance levels were set at p < 0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1. Effectiveness of the emotional arousal manipulation 

Only the presence of emotionally arousing sound clips influenced 
salivary cortisol concentrations along the measurement times, χ2

Fexp(5) 
= 11.32, p = 0.045 (Fig. 3A). That is, cortisol median values were sta-
tistically different along the six measurement times (Table 1). Further-
more, as expected, for the emotionally induced arousal group, salivary 
cortisol concentrations increased following the shooting exercises, 
measurement time 4exp vs. measurement time 5exp, T = 20; Z = 2.04, p =
0.040 (Fig. 3A and Table 1). Nevertheless, this difference was no longer 
significant after Bonferroni correction. 
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For the control group, there were no significant differences in 
cortisol median values along the measurement times, χ2

Fcontrol(5) = 4.09 
p = 0.535 (Fig. 3B and Table 1). 

Independently from the presence of emotionally arousing sound 
clips, infantrymen’ perceived levels of arousal (SAM-arousal) changed 
along the measurement times, χ2

Fexp(4) = 18.68, p < 0.001; χ2
Fcontrol(4) 

= 15.39, p = 0.004 (Fig. 3 and Table 1), reaching its peak following the 
shooting exercises (measurement time 4), minimum Z-value = 2.66, all 
p-values < 0.05, after Bonferroni correction. Similarly, infantrymen’ 
perceived levels of fatigue (Borg-scale) changed across the measurement 
times, χ2

Fexp(4) = 28.40, p < 0.001; χ2
Fcontrol(4) = 16.95, p = 0.002 

(Fig. 3 and Table 1), reaching its peak following the shooting exercises 
(measurement time 4), minimum Z-value = 2.70, all p-values < 0.05, 
after Bonferroni correction. Finally, both experimental and control 
groups reported stable valence (SAM-valence) levels along the mea-
surement times, χ2

Fexp(4) = 7.692, p = 0.103; χ2
Fcontrol(4) = 8.46, p =

0.076 (Table 1). Overall, the presence of emotionally arousing sound 

clips (experimental group) and carrying out the shooting exercises 
(experimental and control group) had an effect on the participants’ 
arousal levels (both physiological and perceived, experimental group; 
only perceived, control group). 

3.2. The effect of emotional arousal inoculation and exercise complexity 
on shooting accuracy (shot-to-hit ratio) and performance, perceived 
exercise complexity and nasal skin temperature 

While overall shooting accuracy (shot-to-hit ratio) was similar be-
tween the groups, U = 69; Z = 0.77, p = 0.440, shooting performance (as 
measured by the soldier’s operative rating scale) differed between them, 
U = 39.5; Z = 2.28, p = 0.022. That is, the presence of unpleasant 
emotionally arousing sound clips induced the infantrymen to make more 
errors (i.e., incorrect and unnecessary movements/procedures) during 
the overall shooting exercises without compromising accuracy, howev-
er. Furthermore, although shooting accuracy (shot-to-hit ratio), for both 

Fig. 3. Effects of emotional arousal on salivary 
cortisol concentrations, perceived levels of 
arousal and fatigue over the three experimental 
phases (baseline [measurement times 1–2], shoot-
ing [measurement times 3–4], and recovery [mea-
surement times 5–6]). A) The experimental group (n 
= 14) underwent the shooting phase (rifle calibration 
and two shooting exercises) while unpleasant 
emotionally charged sound clips were displayed. B) 
The control group (n = 12) underwent the same 
conditions of the experimental group with the 
exception that no emotionally charged sound clips 
were displayed during the shooting phase. A, B) The 
black line represents the mean salivary cortisol levels 
(Box-Cox transformed data) over the three experi-
mental phases (six measurement times). The dotted 
red line represents the mean perceived levels of 
arousal over the three experimental phases (five 
measurement times). Finally, the dotted green line 
represents the mean perceived levels of fatigue over 
the three experimental phases (five measurement 
times). Error bars represent the SEM across partici-
pants. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.)   

Table 1 
Mean, median, and standard deviations (SD) of the salivary cortisol concentrations (Box-Cox transformed data), perceived levels of arousal, valence, and fatigue over of 
the three experimental phases (baseline, shooting, and recovery: six measuring times [MTs]) for the experimental (n = 14) and control (n = 12) groups.    

Baseline Shooting Recovery 

MT1 MT2 MT3 MT4 MT5 MT6 

Mean; Median (SD) 

Cortisol [nmol/L] Experimental 3.01; 2.71 (1.35) 2.83; 2.67 (1.44) 2.70; 2.21 (1.52) 2.81;2.67 (1.15) 2.48;2.73 (1.04) 2.35; 2.27 (1.03) 
Control 2.96; 2.61 (1.25) 2.84; 2.66 (1.21) 2.57; 2.08 (1.13) 2.79; 2.48 (1.07) 2.76; 2.56 1(1.32) 2.60; 2.56 (1.02) 

Arousal rating [1–9] Experimental – 4.50; 4.50 (2.68) 5.07; 5.50 (2.64) 5.64; 6.00 (2.37) 4.57; 4.00 (2.90) 3.64; 3.00 (2.37) 
Control – 2.83; 2.50 (1.53) 3.33; 3.50 (1.78) 3.58; 3.50 (1.93) 2.83; 2.00 (1.59) 1.92; 2.00 (1.08) 

Valence rating [1–9] Experimental – 7.64; 8.00 (1.22) 7.79; 8.00 (1.25) 7.86; 8.00 (1.23) 7.57; 8.00 (1.50) 7.71; 8.00 (1.33) 
Control – 7.25; 7.00 (0.87) 7.17; 7.00 (0.72) 6.75; 7.00 (1.14) 7.00; 7.00 (1.13) 7.42; 8.00 (1.08) 

BORG [6–20] Experimental – 6.71; 6.00 (1.07) 6.86; 6.00 (1.51) 8.57; 8.50 (2.50) 7.64; 7.00 (1.74) 6.64; 6.00 (1.08) 
Control – 7.58; 7.00 (1.83) 7.83; 7.00 (1.53) 9.75; 9.00 (2.01) 7.58; 7.00 (1.08) 7.08; 7.00 (1.24)  
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groups, was worse during the most complex exercise, T = 40.5; Z = 2.19, 
p = 0.028, exercise complexity did not influence shooting performance, 
Texp = 17; Zexp = 1.42, pexp = 0.150; Tcontrol = 5.5; Zcontrol = 1.750, 
pcontrol = 0.080. 

Perceived shooting complexity, as measured by NASA-TLX scores, 
was similar between groups, U = 64; Z = 1.028, p = 0.303 (Table 2). 
However, as expected, the most complex exercise was perceived as the 
most difficult one, T = 76.5; Z = 2.51, p = 0.011. 

Finally, nasal skin temperature (mean [M] and variance [v]) did not 
differ between the groups, UM = 80; ZM = 0.205, pv = 0.83; Uv = 63; Zv =

1.080, pv = 0.280 (Table 2). However, while mean nasal skin tempera-
ture was not affected by the complexity of the exercises, TM = 167; ZM =

0.215, pM = 0.829, it was less stable during the low complexity exercise, 
Tv = 94; Zv = 2.069, pv = 0.038. 

3.3. Sleep parameters 

There were no differences in the median ESS score and the PSQI 
global score between the two groups (all p-values > 0.05, Table 3). Also, 
groups did not differ in the median total sleep time the night before the 
experiment (p > 0.05, Table 3). Overall, the median values for both 
groups were not statistically different. The distribution of morningness/ 
eveningness preference (MEQr) was also similar (p > 0.05), with most 
participants being “neither type” (60%) or “moderately morning type” 
(36%). Thus, both groups showed similar characteristics of sleep pat-
terns and habits, minimizing differences in cortisol, arousal, as well as 
fatigue variations. 

4. Discussion 

Our aim was to explore warfighters’ psychophysiological and 
behavioral responses to a shooting simulation under unpleasant 
emotional arousal elicited by sound clips. At the beginning of the 20th 
century, Italian researchers already used pistol shots, automobile clax-
ons, and explosions of firecrackers as emotionally charged stimuli to 
study emotional arousal changes in flying cadets (Gradenigo and 
Gemelli, 1919). Since these pioneering studies, new methods, more 
reliable and standardized, such as the one used in this work (IADS; 
Bradley & Lang, 1999), seem a good alternative to arouse military 
personnel during training (e.g., Yang et al., 2018). Although training 
sessions usually focus on the technical, tactical, and physical aspects of 
performance and have largely neglected the role of psychological factors 
such as emotional arousal (e.g., Nieuwenhuys and Oudejans, 2011; Paul 
et al., 2015), there has been progressively more interest in training 

sessions that are designed in such a way that they expose warfighters to 
arousal levels sufficient to activate their psychological and biological 
coping mechanisms. Always, without overwhelming warfighters beyond 
the possibility of recovery (Lin et al., 2019). 

4.1. Effectiveness of the emotional arousal manipulation 

We examined the effects of unpleasant emotional arousal inoculation 
on infantrymen’ salivary cortisol concentrations and subjective levels of 
arousal, fatigue, and pleasantness over the three experimental phases 
(baseline, shooting, and recovery). 

Salivary cortisol concentrations indicated a successful manipulation 
of emotional arousal, as trends were different between the experimental 
and the control group. Only for the experimental group, under un-
pleasant emotional arousal, a significant time effect was observed, with 
the highest values of cortisol concentrations at the beginning of the 
experiment and steadily decreasing values thereafter. Similar results 
were found in several studies run with law enforcement officers and 
recruits exposed to mock training sessions that simulated either school 
shooting (Strahler and Ziegert, 2015), or real-life, critical incidents 
(Arble et al., 2019; Giessing et al., 2019). On the other hand, cortisol 
concentrations were stable in the control group, with no significant 
differences over time. Overall, these results seem to strengthen the 
validity of this biomarker to monitor arousal variations, as previously 
reported for civil (Park et al., 2020) and military (Taverniers and Suss, 
2019) shooters, as well as for other populations (e.g., navy officers, 
Balters et al., 2020; medical staff; Lai et al., 2014), although with some 
limitations. Indeed, the decrease of the cortisol levels in the shooting 
phase for the participants in the experimental group, as compared to the 
baseline concentrations, might seem counterintuitive. A plausible 
explanation, might account for this effect. The military training received 
by the participants may have indirectly influenced their physiological 
response to the stimuli (Gifford et al., 2019; Strahler and Ziegert, 2015). 
Indeed, the military training seems able to modulate, among others, a 
series of cortisol-related hormones, by reducing the hypothal-
amus—pituitary—adrenal (HPA) axis activation when facing external 
stressors (Beckner et al., 2021). This reduction would be a consequence 
of a better training-induced homeostatic control, able to ensure an 
emotionally adaptive resilient response (Beckner et al., 2021). 
Furthermore, military populations seem to perceive emotionally 
charged stimuli as overall less intense and less arousing than expected 
(see Goodman et al., 2016 for a detailed discussion). Therefore, the 
decrease in the cortisol levels under emotionally arousing conditions 
may be an effect of military training on participants’ physiological 
response (e.g., reduction in the HPA axis activation, Beckner et al., 2021; 
see also Najström and Högman, 2003 for an example with skin 
conductance data). On the other hand, the fact that the cortisol con-
centrations were stable over time for the control group may indicate that 
the HPA reduction may be activated only during emotionally arousing 
situations. Finally –in both groups– the motor behavior requested by the 
shooting task may have mediated the overall arousal levels. Indeed, a 
significant decrease in the emotionally-induced cortisol levels produced 
by low-intensity body movements has been reported both in healthy and 
in clinical populations (e.g., Beserra et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2008). 

Table 2 
The effects of emotional arousal inoculation and exercise complexity on the 
dependent variables. Mean, median, and standard deviations (SD) of the 
shooting accuracy and performance, perceived shooting complexity, and nasal 
skin temperature for the experimental (n = 14) and control (n = 12) groups.   

Experimental group Control group 

Exercise complexity 

Low High Low High 

Mean; Median (SD) 

Accuracy  
[shot-to-hit 
ratio] 

0.84; 0.89 
(0.12) 

0.70; 0.70 
(0.14) 

0.90; 0.92 
(0.08) 

0.73; 0.77 
(0.15) 

Performance 
[0–15 errors] 

8.21; 8.00 
(1.93) 

9.00; 9.50 
(1.81) 

5.83; 4.50 
(2.51) 

6.75; 5.50 
(2.65) 

NASA-TLX 
[0–100] 

39.40; 38.33 
(12.82) 

44.88; 42.91 
(18.16) 

41.46; 43.75 
(15.15) 

52.29; 53.33 
(16.38) 

Temperature 
[C◦, mean] 

20.57; 20.21 
(1.38) 

20.53; 20.22 
(1.41) 

20.78; 20.04 
(2.32) 

20.80; 20.45 
(1.96) 

Temperature 
[C◦, 
variance] 

0.10; 0.07 
(0.12) 

0.06; 0.04 
(0.04) 

0.11; 0.09 
(0.08) 

0.08; 0.07 
(0.05)  

Table 3 
Mean, median, and standard deviations (SD) of the scores of the Epworth 
Sleepiness Scale (ESS), the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), and total sleep 
time (TST) the night before the experiment for both the experimental (n = 14) 
and the control (n = 12) groups.   

Experimental Control 

Mean; Median (SD) 

ESS scores, 0–24 5.14; 5.00 (3.03) 7.81; 7.66 (3.45) 
PSQI scores, 0–21 4.64; 5.00 (1.86) 5.36; 5.00 (1.69) 
TST, hours 6.80; 7.00 (0.41) 6.63; 6.75 (0.63)  
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Further studies should try to deepen the biological and physiological 
mechanisms elicited by military training. 

The subjective ratings of arousal only differed over experimental 
phases, increasing after performing the shooting exercises in both 
groups. This (divergent) result supports the hypothesis that despite the 
intuitive and neurological plausibility of a close link between perceived 
and physiological arousal responses, the associations reported between 
the two metrics are generally weak (Hellhammer et al., 2009; Old-
ehinkel et al., 2011; Strahler and Ziegert, 2015). Perceived levels of 
fatigue mimicked these results, being similar in both groups and 
reaching its highest point after performing the shooting exercises. It 
seems correct to suppose that fatigue increased progressively after 20 
min of continuous rising, holding, and lowering the rifle (~4 Kg) while 
wearing a 30 kg simulated fighting load (Kemnitz et al., 2001; Pal et al., 
2020). Moreover, the repetitiveness of the movements may have had a 
role in increasing the perceived fatigue (Santos et al., 2016). Finally, the 
perceived levels of valence (i.e., pleasantness of the situation) were 
stable in both groups. Again, the low life-threatening conditions of our 
experimental setting (Trousselard et al., 2009), as well as the differences 
in experiencing emotions among military populations, compared to ci-
vilians (Goodman et al., 2016), might in part explain this specific result. 

4.2. Effects of emotional arousal inoculation and exercise complexity on 
shooting accuracy and performance, subjective ratings of task complexity, 
and nasal skin temperature 

We examined the effects of unpleasant emotional arousal inoculation 
and task complexity on shooting accuracy (shot-to-hit ratio) and per-
formance (instructor assessment), on the perceived levels of task 
complexity after each shooting exercises, and on the nasal skin tem-
perature during the exercises. 

The presence of external stressors (i.e., emotionally charged sound 
clips) did not affect shooting accuracy. This finding connects to earlier 
studies showing that accuracy seems to be more resilient to external 
stressors than others shooting metrics (Giessing et al., 2019; Mosley 
et al., 2019; Nibbeling et al., 2014). Although a straightforward com-
parison with other works is not possible, due to the differences in 
experimental procedures and/or in shooting performance indices, the 
stability of the shooting accuracy (shot-to-hit ratio) in the present study 
might be a consequence of the increased effort made by the soldiers to 
maintain an acceptable behavioral performance under high arousal 
levels (Hockey, 1997). Exercise complexity did affect shooting accuracy, 
with the most demanding exercise associated to less accuracy. That is, in 
line with classical studies using a visual search paradigm (for an over-
view on this topic, see Davis and Palmer, 2004), the perceptual load of 
the target-irrelevant distractors (the perceptual load in this case roughly 
corresponds to the number of items and the timing of the visual search 
array) would have interfered with shooter accuracy. 

On the other hand, the presence of external stressors, but not exercise 
complexity, did affect shooting performance (defined as the amount of 
incorrect and/or unnecessary movements/procedures observed by the 
shooting instructor), showing an increment of procedural errors for the 
emotionally induced arousal group, independently from the exercise 
complexity. This is in line with our hypothesis and with previous evi-
dence that reported a detrimental effect of emotional arousal on oper-
ator performance (e.g., Nieuwenhuys and Oudejans, 2010, 2011; 
Nieuwenhuys et al., 2012; Serrano et al., 2014; Sterkenburg and Jeon, 
2020), independently from the complexity of the task (see also Liu and 
Li, 2012 for a review of task complexity as a predictor of human 
behavior). In our study, it seems that external stressors might have 
interfered with preparatory movements (i.e., rituals or mannerisms, 
such as keeping the finger on the trigger when not engaging a target) 
without compromising shooting accuracy. It is plausible to assume that 
these movements preceded or followed the firing movement’s beginning 
(Vickers, 1996). Taken together, shooting behavior (accuracy and per-
formance) results seem to partially corroborate our initial working 

hypothesis, with unpleasant emotional arousal affecting only procedural 
errors without compromising shooter accuracy. However, it is worth 
noting how previous studies suggested that arousal-related responses 
among high-risk operators might have differential effects on shooting 
metrics (e.g., Head et al., 2017). While some studies report a decre-
mented effect of high arousal levels on overall shooting behaviors, such 
as the correctness of tactical position or shooting decisions (e.g., Liu 
et al., 2018; Nieuwenhuys et al., 2012), impairments of shooting accu-
racy have not always been reported (Giessing et al., 2019; Nibbeling 
et al., 2014). Disentangling this issue requires further research efforts. 

Perceived task complexity levels (i.e., NASA-TLX scores) reflected 
the complexity of the shooting exercises, independently from the pres-
ence of external stressors. This result confirmed the high sensitivity of 
this index in discriminating task complexity also in military operational 
settings (Braarud, 2020; Hart, 2006; Hertzum, 2021; Diaz-Piedra et al., 
2019b, 2021, 2022). However, even though the NASA-TLX scores and 
the instructor’s assessment of shooting performance partially reflected 
the experimental manipulations, we cannot disregard the methodolog-
ical limitations of self-reported measures (Matthews et al., 2015). That 
is, personal and motivational factors (e.g., social desirability bias, halo 
and leniency effects) might have jeopardized the validity and reliability 
of these subjective evaluations (Vera et al., 2019). 

Nasal skin temperature (mean values) was stable between groups. 
That is, contrary to previous studies, the presence of external stressors 
did not affect skin temperature (e.g., Kosonogov et al., 2017). Intrinsic 
limitations of the measure itself (e.g., motion noise artifacts when 
recording interactions that requires unrestrained movements) or the 
lack of a valid baseline (needed to define the directionality of the 
physiological change during emotional arousal) might, in part, account 
for this no result (Diaz-Piedra et al., 2019a; Ioannou et al., 2014). 
However, whatever the reason for the lack of effects of unpleasant 
emotion arousal inoculation on this variable, it is worth noting that it 
applies to both to the perceived arousal levels (SAM-arousal) and nasal 
skin temperature, thereby lending additional support to the hypothesis 
that emotionally charged stimuli might be experienced as less arousing 
among military populations (Goodman et al., 2016). Future studies 
should disentangle the issue including civilian shooters. While the mean 
values of nasal skin temperature were not affected by the complexity of 
the shooting exercises as expected (see, for example, Abdelrahman et al., 
2017), its variance was more heterogeneous during the low complexity 
shooting exercise. It is plausible to assume that differences in breathing 
and rifle aiming strategies between both exercises may explain, at least, 
some of the differences observed in the skin temperature variances. 
Because shooters are taught to hold their breath and their rifle steady 
prior to shooting (e.g., Laaksonen et al., 2011), and because the time 
prior to shooting was double for the low complexity exercise (3 s vs. 1.5 
s), participants might have more freedom to adjust their posture/rifle 
and to perform more breathing cycles. Thus, higher skin temperature 
variances might have been (in part) caused by (1) the frequent partici-
pants’ body movements, as suggested by a study highlighting the role of 
muscle work demand on skin-temperature (Govindu and Babski-Reeves, 
2012), and (2) breathing patterns during the low complexity shooting 
exercise (Lin et al., 2019). Unfortunately, no metabolic parameters 
neither stability measures were recorded during the shooting exercises. 
Therefore, future studies should also disentangle this issue. 

Finally, the results produced by our metrics did partially diverge. 
That is, salivary cortisol was partially sensitive to both emotional 
arousal and measurement times, whereas subjective ratings of arousal 
and fatigue only discriminated among measurement times. While 
shooting accuracy (hit-to-shot ratio) was insensitive to emotional 
arousal manipulations, it discriminated between task complexity levels. 
Contrarily, shooting performance differed between groups without dif-
ferencing between task complexity levels. Perceived levels of task 
complexity and nasal skin temperature behaved similarly to shooting 
performance: they were insensitive to the emotional arousal manipula-
tion but were able to discriminate between task complexity levels. Thus, 
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although the failure to find convergence among metrics might not be an 
ideal outcome, our results are consistent with previous reports showing 
how challenging it is for multidimensional metrics to converge in 
complex experimental setting (e.g., Diaz-Piedra et al., 2021; Matthews 
et al., 2015). 

5. Conclusions 

The human’s capacity to deal with life-threatening circumstances is 
not well understood in science, due to the intrinsic difficulties and 
ethical constraints associated with simulating extreme situations 
(Strahler and Ziegert, 2015; Vickers and Lewinski, 2012). Our findings 
suggest that unpleasant emotional arousal inoculation based on 
emotionally charged sound clips could potentially serve as a comple-
mentary (reliable and ethically appropriate) method to train high-risk 
operators to deal with emotional arousal and its consequences. The 
work may also contribute to a better understanding of the role of 
emotional arousal in operational effectiveness, and to improve opera-
tional safety by minimizing the deleterious effects of unpleasant 
emotional arousal on soldiers’ performance through the design of spe-
cific military trainings. Furthermore, our findings might be applied to 
other safety critical-systems (e.g., aviation and maritime operations) 
where emotional arousal is frequently neglected (Bendak and Rashid, 
2020; Yan et al., 2019), despite its decisive role in the management of 
emergency/abnormal operations. 
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